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MLA Citation Style 
MLA Handbook for Writers of Research Papers, 7

th
 edition 

 

Follow these color codes: 

Author(s)           Title of Book           Title of Article          Title of Periodical          Volume        
Place of Publication                 Publisher or n.p.                   Date or n.d.             Other Information            
Pages or n.pag.                        Medium: Print; Web; Performance; DVD; TV; Interview, etc. 

 

Book 
Okuda, Michael. Star Trek Chronology. New York, NY: Greenwood, 1993. Print. 

 

Journal Article 
Wilcox, Rhonda, and Denisa Okuda. "Shifting Roles: The Next Generation." Studies in Popular  
 

Culture 13.2 (1991): 53-65. Print. 
 

Newspaper or Magazine Article 
Di Rado, Alicia. "Trekking through College: Classes Explore Modern Society Using the World of  
 

Star Trek." Los Angeles Times 15 Mar. 1995: A3. Print. 
 

Book Article or Chapter 
James, Nancy E. "Two Sides of Paradise: The Eden Myth According to Kirk and Spock." Spectrum  
 

of the Fantastic. Ed. Donald Palumbo. Westport, CT: Greenwood, 1988. 219-223. Print. 
 

Encyclopedia Article (less familiar reference books) 
Horn, Maurice. "Flash Gordon." The World Encyclopedia of Comics. Ed. Maurice Horn. 2 vols. New  
 

York: Chelsea, 1976. Print. 

 
ND Vertical File 
(Title of Vertical File) (Title of Article in File) (Publisher) (Date) 

Erstad, Darin (ND).  “Darin Erstad”. Pacific Collections, 1996.  Print. 
  

Database (Elibrary, NetTrekker, Opposing Viewpoints, etc.) 
Andrews, Jonathan. “WWII: First Battle of El Almein.” Elibrary. 2005. n.pag. Web. 7 Feb. 2005  
 

<http://elibrary.bigchalk.com>. 
 

General Website 
Lynch, Tim. "DSN Trials and Tribble-ations Review." Psi Phi: Bradley's Science Fiction Club. 1996.  
 

n.pag. Bradley University. Web. 8 Oct. 1997 <http://http://www.bradley.edu/html>.  

 

Newspaper or Magazine Article on the Internet 
Andreadis, Athena. "The Enterprise Finds Twin Earths." Astronomy. Web. Jan. 1999: 64- . Lexis- 
 

Nexis. Memorial Lib., Brookville, NY. Web. 7 Feb. 1999 <http://web.lexis- nexis.com/>. 
 

Personal Site 
Hawisher, Gail. Home page. University of Illinois Urbana-Champaign. Web. n.d. n.pag. 26 Mar.  
 

2003 <http://www.English.uiuc.edu/faceoages/Hawisher.htm>. 
 

Professional Site 
MLA Style. 4 April 2002. Modern Language Association of America. Web. n.d.  n.pag. 26 Mar. 2003  
 

<http://www.mla.org>. 
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Notes  

� Arrange all the items on your reference list alphabetically by author’s last name.  

� Double-space all lines.  

� Indent the second and following lines 5 spaces (or one half inch).  

� Remember to skip any information that is not included. 

� Abbreviate the names of all months except May, June, and July.  

� If the encyclopedia does not arrange its articles alphabetically, treat the 

encyclopedia article as if it were a book article. Specific volume and page numbers 

are cited in the text, not in the list of references.  

� Reference Book: cite the original source being reprinted as shown under Book, 

Journal Article, Newspaper or Magazine Article, etc. The example shows a Magazine 

Article. Then include the citation information for the reference book.  

� Websites: include the title of the web page, the name of the entire web site, 

the organization that posted. Also include the full date the page was created 

or last updated (day, month, year if available) and the date you looked at it.  
� Internet Magazine Articles: Include:  

• The name of the database (italicized) and the company that created it and 

its home webpage;  

• The full date of the article (day, month, year if available) and the date you 

looked at it; If you are citing a journal instead of a magazine, include the 

volume (and issue number) and date as shown under the Journal Style 

above.  

• The library or other organization (and its location) that provided you with 

access to the database.  

• As for page numbers, different databases will provide different information. 

Include the range of pages (ex. 25-28.); or the starting page followed by a 

hyphen, a blank space, and a period (ex. 64- .); or the total number of pages or 
paragraphs (ex. 12 pp. or 33 pars.).  

Adapted from Robert Delaney with permission. Copyright © 4/27/2004. robert.delaney@liu.edu 

The Purdue OWL will begin listing these changes in full at the beginning of January 

2009. Here are some of the more noteworthy changes: 

• No More Underlining! Underlining is no more. MLA now recommends italicizing titles 

of independently published works (books, periodicals, films, etc).  

• No More URLs! While website entries will still include authors, article names, and 

website names, when available, MLA no longer requires URLs. Writers are, however, 

encouraged to provide a URL if the citation information does not lead readers to 

easily find the source.  

• Continuous Pagination? Who Cares? You no longer have to worry about whether 

scholarly publications employ continuous pagination or not. For all such entries, both 

volume and issue numbers are required, regardless of pagination.  

• Publication Medium. Every entry receives a medium of publication marker. Most 

entries will be listed as Print or Web, but other possibilities include Performance, DVD, or 

TV. Most of these markers will appear at the end of entries; however, markers for Web 

sources are followed by the date of access.  

• New Abbreviations. Many web source entries now require a publisher name, a date of 

publication, and/or page numbers. When no publisher name appears on the website, 

write n.p. for no publisher given. When sites omit a date of publication, write n.d. for no 

date. For online journals that appear only online (no print version) or on databases that 
do not provide pagination, write n. pag. for no pagination. 

Adapted from The Writing Lab & The OWL at Purdue and Purdue University with permission. ©1995-2009. 


